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I would love to make small scale architecture slice forms like the Notre Dame and York Minster. They are absolutely exquisite. They are also cut from a high 
density cover stock on a laser cutter. I’m sure we can all afford that machine. I’m sure they are not easy to assemble with all the tiny pieces. I learned from these 
cards the art of design, how to fold the slice form and attach to the base. Note all of these cards use the two piece inside form attached to the card base. 
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These are pictures of the “A Walk in the 
Garden” base assembly. There are two 
corners that the slice form is attached to 
the inside layer. Using a needle and double 
strand thread the form is attached to the 
piece and square knotted under the inside 
layer. Once the slice form is attached to the 
inside layers it can be glued to the card 
base. 
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I have printed the template for this demonstration with line size 2 pt. It is not a full print of the 12 x 12 inch 
form and only shows half of the page. It contains a dotted line for the fold of the card base and a dotted 
rectangle for the location of the slice form. Within this box are the two sewing holes. Placing the slice form 
in the rectangle will help locate where on the slice form to make the hole on it. These hole were not precut 
on the slice form because of the possibility of causing tearing problems during assembly. 
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This procedure is done for the two diagonal corners of the slice form. Flatten the slice form and then 
slide it to the dotted rectangle matching the notch corner.  

Note where the sewing hole is on the inside layer and mark the hole on the slice form.  

Flip the slice form and repeat for the opposite corner. Pre-pierce the hole for easy assembly. Follow the 
next photos to sew to the inside form. This only shows sewing to one corner. You will do the same 
procedure for the opposite corner. 
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Sew from bottom to top then through the slice form. 
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Sew down through the inside form and tie off underneath. 

Repeat for the other inside piece. 
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Fold the card base in half and then glue each inside layer down to the card base. 

The card should now fold and the garden gate collapses inside the card. 

Congratulations!!! 
 


	Congratulations!!!

